Abstract. The wavelet transform is one of the most effective tools for many tasks concerning signal and image processing, however it is difficult to obtain all of the necessary properties in one scalar wavelet. This leads to the development of new types of transforms such as a multiwavelet transform, which possesses more than one scaling and wavelet function and makes a possibility to combine these functions in order to obtain necessary properties. In the present study the CL2, LV and DGHM multiwavelets were used for an identification of spatial damage in a composite plate based on the analysis of its modal shapes. The obtained results show that some properties of the multiwavelet transform may improve the damage identification algorithm and replace the classical wavelet-based methods.
Introduction
The wavelet-based algorithms gain their popularity primarily by their high sensitivity to singularities and non-monotonicities in the analyzed signals. They found an application in signal and image de-noising studies [1, 2] , pattern recognition [3] , numerical algorithms for the approximation of functions [4] or solving integral and differential equations [5] [6] [7] , etc. Wavelets also found wide application in the structural diagnostics (SD) and structural health monitoring (SHM) problems, i.e. in the detection, localization and identification of external and internal damages in the structural elements used in machinery. The algorithms in the area of structural diagnostics presented to-date mainly based on continuous wavelet transform (CWT) and have been applied to the beams and plates by using various wavelet functions [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . These algorithms are based on the analysis of displacements of modal shapes of vibration. The main advantages of these algorithms are the possibility of precise localization of damage and the fact that the algorithms do not require the model or experimental data of an undamaged structure.
The results of studies carried out by the author over the last few years [15] [16] [17] show that the application of the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is more suitable both for 1D and 2D problems due to its best sensitivity and better computational efficiency in comparison with CWT and other related transforms used in SD.
Moreover, it was proven that the B-spline wavelets provide the best results in SD problems in comparison with other compactly supported wavelets both for 1D and 2D cases. However, the classic DWT-based algorithm produces some unwanted artefacts in the resulting patterns, e.g. the boundary effect, which causes an increase of detail coefficients on the boundaries of a pattern. The computational methods of its reduction [18] help to solve the problem partially, i.e. the diagnostics of boundary regions of the investigated structure is still not an easy task. Another problem occurs with the identification of spatial damages: the DWT-based algorithm presented in [16] identifies only the boundaries of the damage.
In order to avoid these problems, the discrete multiwavelet transform (DMWT) could be used. The main difference of DMWT regarding to DWT is that the first one uses vector-valued scaling and wavelet functions, which consist of at least two scalar functions. This fact causes that there are more resulting sets of coefficients (usually 4), unlike in the case of scalar wavelets, where only two sets (approximation and detail coefficients) could be obtained. The DMWT creates new possibilities for the signal processing: the multiwavelets could be constructed in such a way that their properties will exactly match the necessities of the investigated problem. These facts cause that the DMWT and multiwavelets improve existed image processing techniques [19] , used in the algorithms of gear fault detection [20] , in development of new numerical algorithms [21] , analysis of geomagnetic pulsations [22] and many others.
In this paper the DMWT was used for the spatial damage identification in a composite plate. The study was performed based on numerical data of modal shapes of vibration of a damaged plate. The vibration data was analysed using three multiwavelets: the Chui-Lian multiwavelet with effective support of 2 (CL2), the Lebrun-Vetterli multiwavelet and the Donovan-Geronimo-Hardin-Massopust (DGHM) multiwavelet. The new DMWT-based damage identification algorithm was developed and presented. The obtained results were compared with results of DWT-based algorithm proposed in [13] and the advantages of the multiwavelet approach were briefly discussed.
Multiwavelets and DMWT
The multiwavelet theory was introduced by Vasily Strela in his PhD thesis [23] . Similarly as in the case of scalar wavelets, the multiwavelets are based on the multi-resolution analysis (MRA) with an extension to general dimension N ∈ r . In DMWT the scaling and wavelet functions are replaced by vector-valued analogues: the vector of scaling functions ( ) ( )
and the vector of
Following the statements of Strela in [23] r could be arbitrary large, however the commonly used multiwavelets are primarily with r = 2. Following the definition of MRA of L 2 the closed functional subspaces V j could be presented in bi-infinite sequential order:
with properties of stability and orthogonality (the detailed description of properties and conditions of multiwavelet MRA could be found in [24] ). All of the functions in ( )
. The two-scale dilatation and wavelet equations have the form:
( ) ( )
where
are the r r × matrices of filter coefficients of a low-pass filter and a high-pass filter, respectively, for each k. A schematic representation of single-level multiwavelet filterbanks was shown in Figure 1 . As mentioned before, the DMWT produces more sets of coefficients than DWT. The comparison of 2D subbands of a single-level decomposition for scalar and multiwavelets (r = 2) was presented in Figure 2 . The symbols 'H' and 'G' denote the application of a low-pass and high-pass pairs of filters respectively. For example the symbol 'HG' denotes low-pass filtering on the rows and high-pass filtering on the columns. The multiwavelets used two channels (see Fig.1 ), therefore there are two sets of approximation and two sets of detail coefficients. The indices in Figure 2b are the number of a given function from ( )
In the case of scalar wavelets the number of vanishing moments often coincides with the length of effective support (e.g. for Daubechies, B-spline wavelets, etc.), which has an influence on their ability of localization of approximation. The multiwavelets could avoid this problem thanks to the combinations of appropriate wavelets. In the following study LV, CV2 and DGHM multiwavelets were selected to analyze the damaged structure. The mentioned multiwavelets were presented graphically in Figure 3 . The first considered multiwavelet is the LV one, introduced in [25] . For this multiwavelet ( )
is the reflection of ( )
. The H k and G k are given by the following matrices: 
The CL2 multiwavelet was proposed in [26] . It is symmetric/antisymmetric about 1 = x , the filter coefficients are as follows: 
The last considered DGHM multiwavelet was introduced in [27] .
. The filter coefficients for this multiwavelet are as follows: 
All of the presented multiwavelets are orthogonal and have a compact support of [0, 2].
Data preparation, algorithm description and analysis
In the following section the description of the finite element model definition was presented. The DMWT-based algorithm was introduced and discussed. Based on the numerical data the analysis was performed using three above-mentioned multiwavelets. The results were compared for selected types of multiwavelets and with the results obtained using DWT-based algorithm. Finally the discussion on the obtained results of damage identification was presented. The numerical analysis was performed in order to evaluate the first four modes of vibration. For further studies, the nodal displacements of modal shapes in the direction of thickness axis of the plate were collected. The analyzed cases consisted of 64×64 equidistant measuring points. The number of considered samples must be a power of 2 in order to fulfill the dyadic requirement of DMWT.
Finite element model and the algorithm
The displacements of modal shapes constitute the input data to the DMWT-based algorithm. The proposed algorithm consisted of the following steps: the sets of displacements for every considered modal shape were analyzed separately following the procedure described in the previous section. Only three sets of detail coefficients obtained by low-pass filtering (H 1 H 2 , H 2 H 1 and H 2 H 2 -see Fig. 2b ) were selected for further analysis. As it was noticed, the coefficients magnitudes depend on the magnitudes of displacements, therefore it is necessary to consider more than one modal shape. In order to emphasize the singularities caused by the damage, the absolute values of above-mentioned coefficients were compounded, which constitute D-coefficients sets. Such an operation allows to avoid the influence of the damage location and its relation with the currently investigated modal shape.
Analysis and comparative studies
The results of the damage identification obtained following the above-presented procedure were presented in Figure 4 . A single-level multiwavelet decomposition was performed following the algorithm presented in section 1. As it could be noticed, the resulted sets of D-coefficients consist the high-magnitude coefficients in the location of a damage. However, in the first two cases, the magnitudes of displacements were not filtered exhaustively and the magnitudes of D-coefficients sets contain, besides high values in the damaged region, also high values in the other regions, which may cause difficulties in interpreting of the results (especially in the case of CL2 - Fig. 4b) . In the case of DGHM multiwavelet the damage was clearly detected and localized and the pattern of D-coefficients does not contain any additional artefacts. Such results obtained with use of DGHM multiwavelet could be explained by two factors, which influences on the effectiveness of filtering. In spite of other investigated cases of multiwavelets, the DGHM contain wavelets, that are both symmetric. The symmetry of the applied wavelets was studied also in [16] and the same conclusions were obtained for 2D B-spline wavelets. Moreover,
in the DGHM multiwavelet has shorter effective support. Following the previous analyzes [16] the length of the effective support influences on the sharpness of obtained results, i.e. the shorter effective support, the sharper results. In order to compare obtained results with the results obtained using previously developed DWT-based damage identification algorithm the additional study was preformed. As it was reported in [16] the most suitable 2D wavelet used for a spatial damage identification was a six-order 2D B-spline wavelet. The analysis of the same data was performed following this algorithm. The obtained pattern of D-coefficients was presented in Figure 5 . As it could be observed, the damage in this case was clearly identified, however the additional artefacts produced by the decomposition procedure presented in the pattern. Moreover, the presence of the boundary effect could be observed (light regions near boundaries), while in the case of DMWT-based algorithm with use of DGHM multiwavelet this effect was presented, however the changes of magnitudes of D-coefficients are small and thus the effect is not observable.
Conclusions and discussion
The paper presented the new damage identification algorithm based on DMWT. Three types of multiwavelets were used for the analysis and the obtained results compared each other and with the results obtained using the previously developed DWT-based damage identification algorithm. Following the presented results it could be concluded that the DMWT-based algorithm with use of DGHM multiwavelet provides the perfect decomposition and filtering, i.e. the modal shapes were completely filtered and only the high-valued D-coefficients in the damage location are observable.
The DMWT seems to be a great tool for structural diagnostics and structural health monitoring problems. The developed method could also be applied in the image processing and pattern recognition studies. The DMWT gives an additional unique possibility of almost arbitrary construction of multiwavelets with necessary parameters, i.e. the multiwavelets could be constructed for the best identification of damages of a specific type. In the further studies the experimental validation of a method will be performed in laboratory conditions considering a fact that the influence of measurement noise has a great impact on the sensitivity of the method.
